
Shader Overview
for Unity 4.3+, 5.0+ and 2017.1

This plugin is deprecated/discontinued,
do not buy anymore!

See this forum post for more details.
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 1 Introduction

Shader Overview is an editor extension for Unity 4.3 and higher, incl. Unity 5. It works with Unity 
personal and professional versions.

The plug-in provides an excellent overview of all shaders in your project, as well as Unity built-in 
shaders.
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 2 Features

Sorts shaders by Render Queue, LOD or any other setting
List shaders from your project, a folder or of any selected asset (custom and built-in 
shaders)
Shows shader fallback and jumps directly to it with one click only
Filters shaders by name, path or fallback

 3 Installation
Before importing the ShaderOverview package, make sure your project does not have any compile 
error.

Files in the „ShaderOverview“ package should be stored in "Assets/Editor/ShaderOverview". Once 
you imported the package, you can find "Shader Overview" in the main menu under the 
"Windows" popup.

In case you want to it be located in a different popup, you can change the location in 
"Assets/Editor/ShaderOverview/ShaderOverview MenuItem.cs". Simply change the line 
[MenuItem("Window/Shader Overview")] to whatever fits your need.

 3.1 Source Code

If you've purchased “Shader Overview Pro”, the package also contains the full C# source code to 
build Shader Overview. The source code is stored in a separate zip archive found in the installation 
directory. If you use the default installation directory, it is:  
"Assets/Editor/ShaderOverview/ShaderOverviewSource.zip".

The source code can be built using Microsoft Visual Studio or Mono Develop. I tested it with VS 
2012 Express and MonoDevelop that comes with Unity 4.2.1. You can find  instructions how to 
build the project in the “readme.txt”, which is part of “ShaderOverviewSource.zip”.

Do not unzip the source code to any directory under the “Assets” folder of your project, as this will 
conflict with the prebuilt DLL version.

 4 Usage
Shader Overview displays Shader settings as a table view. Most columns represent a setting you 
also find in the Unity Shader Inspector.

 4.1 Toolbar

The icons at the right of the toolbar can be used to toggle built-in, custom- and shaders with 
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warnings or errors. The number next to the icon represents the number of shaders controlled by 
the toggle button.

 4.2 Export CSV

Under  the “Tools” popup, located in the toolbar, you can find a button to export the list content as
CSV (comma separated, text put in quotes). The exported CSV file can be used in spreadsheet 
applications.

If you use Open Office to view the CSV file, these are the CSV import settings:
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 4.3 Project, Scene and Selection Mode

Shader Overview can display shaders from the entire Project, the currently opened scene or any 
selected asset.

You can switch the mode using the popup shown below.

  Project Mode
The "Project" option lists all shaders which are available in the project as well as Unity built-in 
shaders.

  Scene Mode
"Scene" lists all shaders and built-in shaders that are currently referenced in the opened scene by 
active GameObject's. 

Changes to the scene or prefabs are not automatically reflected in Shader Overivew, because 
finding which shaders are used in a scene is an expensive operation (usually 1sec, but depends on 
your scene complexity).

Therefore you find a "Refresh" button that appears when you switch to "Scene" mode. Pressing 
"Refresh" gets a new snapshot of all shaders that are referenced in the scene at the moment you 
press the button.

Note for programmers: If you know how to find objects of inactive GameObject's, please drop me 
an email. I wasn't able to figure it out, but would love to support that, if possible.

  Selection Mode
"Selection" can be used to make Shader Overview listen to selection changes in Unity. Whenever 
an asset gets selected in the Project-, or a GameObject in the Hierachy-window, Shader Overview 
checks which shaders this particular asset is using and displays those.

The complexity of a selected object corresponds to the time Shader Overview needs to figure out 
which shaders are used. For prefabs this is usually to neglect and quite fast, but selecting a scene 
file can cause Shader Overview to „think“ for a few seconds.

If you want to stick with a selection, click the „Lock“ button. If locked, selection changes in the 
Project- and Hierachy-window don't change the list in Shader Overview anymore.
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 4.4 Columns

Shader Overview displays settings using columns. Several columns are hidden by default, which 
can be activated by clicking with the right-mouse-button on the column header.

Please note that Shader Overview displays different columns depending on the Unity version it is 
running on. Shader Overview supports to display the following settings:

Shader Name
Shader name displayed in Unity's shader popup.

Asset Name
Asset filename without file-extention.

Asset Path
The full asset path relative to the project directory, eg “Assets/Shaders/DiffuseWrap.shader”.

Render Queue
Represents the “Render queue” tag found in Unity's Shader inspector, but as text. For example, is 
displays “Background” rather than “1000”. The render queue determines in which order object are 
drawn.

Render Queue No
Represents the “Render queue” tag found in Unity's Shader inspector. The render queue 
determines in which order object are drawn.

LOD (Level Of Detail)
Represents the “LOD” tag found in Unity's Shader inspector.

Cast Shadows
Represents the “Cast Shadows” tag found in Unity's Shader inspector.

Ignore Projector
Represents the “Ignore Projector” tag found in Unity's Shader inspector. If IgnoreProjector tag is 
given and has a value of “True”, then an object that uses this shader will not be affected by 
Projectors. 

Errors
The number of compile errors in a shader.

Warnings
The number of compile warnings in a shader.

Last Modified
The date and time the asset or meta file was last modified.
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 4.5 Search

The text-field in the top bar can be used to search the list. The search checks if any of the provided 
words occur in the „Name“ for example (depends on search mode). The search performs case 
insensitive.

Provide multiple words, separated by a space character, to narrow the search even further. If you 
need to search for a name that contains a space character, you can put the word in quotes, „like 
this“.

  Search Modes
The magnifying glass next to the search field can be used to choose on which property of a shader 
the search term is tested against.

• Search in Shader Name
• Search in Asset Name
• Search in Path Path
• Search in Fallback

  Search in Folders
If you want to search for items in a certain folder, you can switch the search mode to „Asset Path“ 
and then simply drag&drop one or multiple folders from the Unity project window into the search 
field in Shader Overview

The following search shows all items that are located either in a folder under „Assets/Shaders/Fx“.
  Search Operators
If you're not finding what you're searching, try a search operator. Add these symbols to your search
terms in the search field to gain more control over the results.

These search operators are heavily influenced by the C# and Java language, because Unity users 
are most likely familiar with one of these languages.

Search for both words The „and“ operator is the default when no operator is specified. If you 
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a && b want to search for items that contain both words, include the && 
between words.

Search for either word
a || b

If you want to search for items that may have just one of several 
words, include || between words. Without the || symbol, your results 
would only items that match both terms.

Exclude a word
!a

Add an exclamation mark (!) before a word to exclude all results that 
include that word.

Exactly match a word
==a

Add == before a word to search for items that exactly match the word.

  Search Examples

Find all items that contain „fx“ and „rain“ in their shader name:

Find all items that contain „fx“ or „particle“ and „additive“ in their shader name:

Find all items that contain „fx“ or „particle“ and „additive“ and not „blend“ in their shader name:

These following terms are equivalent, because the „and“ operator (&&) is the default one that gets
substituted  when no operator is specified:

fx rain fx && rain
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fx || particle additive fx || particle && additive

fx || particle additive !blend fx || particle && additive && !blend
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 4.6 Shader Icons

Icons in the left most column represent the „state“ of a shader. For example, if a shader has any 
compile error, a compile warning or if it's a built-in shader.

 Indicates the shader is a custom shader with no error and no warning.

 Indicates the shader is a built-in shader with no error and no warning

 Indicates the shader has no error, but at least one warning.

 Indicates the shader has at least one compile error.

Hover with the mouse pointer over these icons to get additional information. The tooltip of a 
warning will contain the actual message.

 4.7 Additional Shader Warnings

Shader Overview introduces several warnings that are not displayed in the standard Unity shader 
inspector, but I think are useful, because I already ran into problems like these.

  
Shader name used multiple times
Shader Overview warns if a name shader name is used by multiple shaders. This problem usually 
occurs when duplicating a shader and you forget to assign a new name, or by downloading assets 
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from the asset store.

  
No shader name specified
Shader Overview warns if a shader is missing its name.

  
Shader name contains leading or trailing white-space characters
Shader Overview warns if a shader name contains leading or trailing white-space characters.

  
Could not find fallback shader (Unity 4 only)
Shader Overview warns if a fallback shader is used that could not be found. 

 4.8 Navigation

You can scroll the list using the scrollbars, but you can also hold down the middle mouse button 
and move the mouse to scroll the view.

If a shader has a fallback shader assigned, you can find an arrow icon  next to the fallback name. 
Click this icon to select and jump to the fallback shader.

You will notice some shaders are highlighted in an brown/orange color when you select a specific 
shader. The highlight indicates the highlighted shader (brown/orange) is using the selected shader 
(blue) as a fallback.
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 4.9 Tools

Under the “Tools” popup-menu in the toolbar, you can find a function to export the list content as 
CSV (comma separated, text put in quotes). The exported CSV file can be opened in spreadsheet 
applications.

If you use Open Office to view the CSV file, these are the CSV import settings:
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 4.10 Context Menu

Click with the right mouse button on a shader to display the context menu. The context menu 
provides various tools you might find useful, such as copying the shader name into the clipboard, 
showing the shader file in Explorer/Finder or selecting all materials in your project that use the 
selected shaders.

Some context menu items might be grayed out. This indicates the function is not available on the 
selected shader. For example, 'Copy Fallback Name' is disabled, if the selected shader has no 
fallback specified.

  Show in Explorer / Reveal in Finder
Opens a file-browser and displays the directory where the selected shaders are located.

  Open
Opens the selected shaders with the default application.

  Delete
Deletes the selected shaders from the Unity project.

  Select in Project
Selects the selected shaders from Shader Overview in the Unity project window.
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  Find References in Scene
Highlights GameObject's in the Scene-View that use the selected shaders.

  Find Prefabs in Project
Checks every prefab file in the project if it's referencing any of the selected shaders(s). The result is
displayed in the Find Usage Results window.

This function can take a while to complete, depending on the number of prefabs in the project, but
it can be canceled at any time. You can select multiple/all shaders to search for, without a 
performance penalty. Subsequent searches are usually also a lot faster.

  Find Prefabs and Scenes in Project
Checks every prefab and every scene file in the project if it's referencing any of the selected 
shaders(s). The result is displayed in the Find Usage Results window.

This function can take a while to complete, depending on the number of prefabs and scenes in the 
project, but it can be canceled at any time. You can select multiple shaders to search for, without a 
performance penalty. Subsequent searches are usually also a lot faster.

  Reimport
Forces a re-import on the selected shaders.

  Copy Full Path
Copies the full asset path, relative to the “Assets” folder, to the clipboard.

 4.11 Find Usage Results

The “Find Usage Results” window displays the result of a “Find … in Project” operation, such as 
“Find Prefabs in Project”.
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The list at the left side contains the shaders you searched for. The list at the right side, displays 
which assets (prefabs, scenes) use the selected shader you searched for.

The “Results” column in the left list displays how many assets have been found, that use the 
particular clip.

A right-click with the mouse opens a context-menu with helpers functions, such as showing the 
asset in Explorer/Finder.

A double-click with the left mouse button assigns the selected asset to the Unity Inspector-
window.

 4.12 Sorting

Each column can be sorted in ascending and descending order by simply clicking with the left 
mouse button on the particular column header. An up/down arrow indicates the sort mode.

You can add an additional sort criteria by holding down the Control-key and clicking another 
column header. This comes in handy if you sort by „Render Queue“ for example, but still want to 
see shaders sorted alphabetically by „Shader Name“. In this case, you sort by Render Queue first 
and add the Shader Name column as second sort criteria.
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 4.13 Organize Columns

If you feel like you need columns in a different order, click with the right mouse button in the 
column header and choose 'Organize Columns' in the popup.
 
This will open a new window where you can re-arrange columns in a drag&drop fashion, as well as 
changing the visibility of every column.
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 5 Known Issues

 5.1 „Please wait while Shader Overview is installed“ message stays after 
update.

This issue occurs sometimes / rarely after updating Shader Overview to a new version. You can 
workaround this issue by just focusing another application and then switching back to Unity. If the 
focus-trick didn't work, restart Unity.

 5.2 „Find Materials, Prefabs and Scenes“ takes so long

In order to find if a shader is used by a particular asset, Shader Overview loads all these assets and 
checks if that shader is a dependency of such asset. Depending on the number of 
prefabs/materials/scenes in your project, this can take some time (seconds to minutes). 
Subsequent searches during the same Unity session are often much faster though.
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 6 Changelog

 6.1 Version 2.7

• Unity 2017.2 compatibility
• Unity 2017.3 beta compatibility
• Fixed missing Unity 2017.x built-in shaders in list

 6.2 Version 2.6

• Unity 2017 beta 1 compatibility
• Fixed missing Unity 5.5/5.6 built-in shaders in list

 6.3 Version 2.5

• Fixed missing Unity 5.4 built-in shaders in list
• Added "Find Prefabs and Materials in Project" context menu option
• Added "Find Prefabs, Materials and Scenes in Project" context menu option
• Updated „Known issues“ section in ShaderOverview.pdf file

 6.4 Version 2.4

• Fixed compatibility issues with Unity 5.2

 6.5 Version 2.3

• Added drop-down popup to toolbar to select from where to display shaders. Project, Scene 
and Selection.

• Fixed null-reference exception that occured when a custom fallback shader could not be 
found.

 6.6 Version 2.2

• Added Unity 5 compatibility. I had to remove some columns and a warning in Shader 
Overview for Unity 5, which are available in Unity 4. These include the columns: Geometry, 
Vertex/Fragment Model, Sub Shaders, Storage Size and the warning when a fallback shader 
is missing (I'm trying to figure out how to to detect this warning in Unity 5 later).

• Changed minimum required Unity version to run Shader Overview to 4.3 (previously 4.1.2).
• Added an „installation window“ that appears when open Shader Overview after having 

imported a new version from the Asset Store. The installation window is repsonsible to 
install the proper plugin for your Unity version.

 6.7 Version 2.1

• New: Added „Find Prefabs and Scenes in Project“ function to context menu.
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• New: Added „Find Usage Results“ window, which displays the result of „Find Materials in 
Project“, „Find Prefabs in Project“ and „Find Prefabs and Scenes in Project“ search 
operations.

• New: Added toggle to toolbar to include/exclude hidden shaders (shaders  that start with 
„Hidden/“ in their name).

• Fix: „Find Prefabs in Project“ caused an out-of-memory editor crash in some/big projects.
• Fix: If a shader has a warning and error, the Error filter toggle didn't show the shader, you 

had to enable the Warnings filter instead.
• Fix: The arrow icon in the „Fallback Shader“ column was missing sometimes.

• Fix: „Shader Name“, „Asset Name“ and „Asset Path“ columns were using 
CurrentCultureIgnoreCase for comparison, but it's recommended to compare path names 
using OrdinalIgnoreCase.

 6.8 Version 2.0

• New: Shader Overview Pro now contains the full C# source code to build Shader Overview.

• New: Added „Export CSV“ to „Tools“ popup-menu.
• Change: Warning and error icons are displayed as overlay rather than a replacement for the

custom/builtin-shader icons now.
• Change: I replaced 3rd party icons with selfmade ones to not cause any license issues, now 

that the source code is available and therefore the icons as well.

 6.9 Version 1.9

• Fix: Most Unity built-in shaders were missing in Shader Overview.
• Fix: Executing „Find References in Scene“ for a built-in shader caused an 

ArgumentOutOfRangeException error.
• Fix: Context menu command „Find Materials in Project“ was not displaying a progressbar.
• Fix: Built-in and shaders created from scripts displayed a non-sense „Last modified“ date. 

These kind of shaders now display „n/a“ instead.
• Fix: Selecting multiple built-in shaders reported a negative „Storage Size“ in the bottom 

infobar. Now it simply displays 0 bytes, because the size is unknow.
• Fix: Pressing return now properly assigns the selected shader to the Unity inspector.
• Fix: „Fallback“ column now better string-shortens the name when it doesn't fit in the 

column. For example, rather than „Transparent/Cutout/D...“ is now displays 
„Transparent/../Diffuse“.

• Fix: Icons for built-in shaders were not correctly tinted in playmode using the „Playmode 
tint“ setting from Unity Preferences.

• New: Added „Find Prefabs in Project“ to context menu. It finds all prefabs in the project 
that use the selected shader(s).

• New: Added toggle button to toolbar to show and hide Unity built-in shaders in the list.
• New: Last column sorting information now gets restored when the plugin starts.
• New: Added „==“ search operator to support exact text matches.
• Change: Decreased contrast of fallback highlight color when using Unity's dark skin.

 6.10 Version 1.8

• Fix: The „Playmode tint“ setting in Unity Preferences is now correctly handled in Shader 
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Overview.
• Fix: The „Color Space“ player-setting no longer impacts the icons in Shader Overview.
• Fix: „Unable to find style '' in skin 'DarkSkin' used“ warning sometimes turned the plugin 

being unresponsive.

• Fix: Sometimes a „Getting control 0's position in a group with only 0 controls when doing a 
repaint“ occured when the plugin automatically opens with Unity and the Unity „New 
Version“ dialog appeared while Shader Overview was busy loading shader properties.

• New: Added „Copy Errors and Warnings“ button to context menu. It will copy the compiler 
generated messages to the clipboard.

• New: Added key shortcuts for a few context-menu functions (Open, Select in Project, 
Delete)

• New: Pressing „Enter“ now assigns the selected textures to the Unity texture inspector.
• New: Added links to Shader Overview asset store and forum pages in About Dialog.

 6.11 Version 1.7

• New: The search field accepts drag&drop from the Unity project window. This makes it 
much easier to filter shader by path, no typing needed anymore.

• New: The search supports basic search operators now: „add“, „or“ and „not“

• New: If a shader name contains a leading or trailing white-space character, Shader 
Overview displays a warning icon.

• New: Added a progress bar while shaders are loaded, which happens when you start the 
plugin or on playmode changes.

• New: If a search yields no results, the list displays a note that different search modes are 
available.

• Fix: The search mode (Search by Shader Name, Path,, etc) has been lost every time Shader 
Overview has been closed.

• Change: Increased the width of the search field.

• Change: Context menu button „Find References in Scene“ gets disabled when more than 
one clip is selected.

• Change: Renamed „Filter by Shader Name“ to „Search in Shader Name“, etc

 6.12 Version 1.6

• Fix: If a shader name contained a character that would be illegal for a regular filename, like 
the pipe symbol under Windows, Shader Overview crashed.

 6.13 Version 1.5

• New: If a shader is using a fallback shader that does not exist, Shader Overview displays a 
warning icon.

• New: If multiple shaders use the same name, Shader Overview displays a warning icon.
• New: If a shader has no name assigned, Shader Overview displays a warning icon.
• Fix: Shader, warning and error filter fix. When only shaders with warnings were displayed 

and a new shader gets a warning, it didn't show up in the list.
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• Fix: Context menu item “Show in Explorer” is now shown as “Reveal in Finder” when 
running Unity editor on MacOS.

• Fix: Inactive selection color when using the dark skin, now matchs the color used in Unity 
itself.

• Fix: Smarter word-breaking in “shader name” column.
• Fix: When running in Unity 4.3, some text inside the list was cropped vertically.

 6.14 Version 1.4

• Initial public release

 7 Contact
If you have a question, want to give feedback or maybe suggest a new feature, contact me at 
unitytools@console-dev.de 

You can also write me a message in the official Shader Overview thread in the Unity forums or 
send me a private message using the forum.

http://forum.unity3d.com/threads/192590-Released-Shader-Overview-Plugin
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